
DIAGONAL PLOUGH

For years, the Bulk Materials Handling industry has been plagued by the problem of fugitive material, escaping 
from the carry-side of conveyor belts, and finding its way on to the inside return strand of the belt.  The result of 
this is damage and wear to vital components such as Tail Pulleys, Take up Pulleys and Carry Idlers.  

The ESS Diagonal Plough is designed to remove 
fugitive material from the inner side of the return 
strand of a conveyor belt.

FEATURES & BENEFITS 

VERSATILE 
 
The ESS Diagonal Plough, unlike conventional Vee-
type ploughs, is suitable for use on either single 
directional or reversing belts. It is also particularly 
useful on single direction belts where fugitive 
material needs to be deposited on one side of the 
belt only.  

URETHANE
 
The ESS Diagonal Plough features a urethane blade 
for long life and efficient cleaning, and can also be 
supplied in FRAS urethane for underground Coal 
and similar applications.

FABRICATION OPTIONS
 
Cleaner frame and pipes can be fabricated from 
standard mild steel or optional stainless steel. 
 
SAFETY

Safety chains are fitted to prevent damage in the 
event of fastener failure.



HOW IT WORKS

The ESS Diagonal Plough is normally located before the tail pulley, gravity take up, mid-drive 
unit or any other position where fugitive material can become trapped between the belt and 
pulley, causing damage or wear to the belt, pulley or pulley lagging.

The ESS Diagonal Plough is suspended from brackets attached to each side of the conveyor 
structure. The Plough blade is set at approximately 45° to the belt direction and rides on the belt 
removing material without needing adjustment. The Plough blade will self-adjust until the wear 
limits are reached, preventing any contact between the plough frame and the belt. 

DIMENSIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS 

BACK UP AND SUPPORT
 

ESS backs up its products 100%. We proudly manufacture all our products at two separate locations in Australia.

ESS maintains local stores and service crew’s in most Australian mining centres. Service crews are available for 
installation, service, inspection and troubleshooting.

ESS design team provide a solution to your specific plant requirements.

BELT 
WIDTH 450 600 750 900 1050 1200 1350 1500 1600 1800 2000 2200 2400

BLADE 
LENGTH 725 1000 1155 1410 1575 1830 2110 2250 2455 2735 3015 3295 3575

# HOLES 5 7 8 10 11 13 15 16 17 19 21 23 25


